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QUESTION: 49
An airline uses a ruleset to compute frequent flyer miles. The current ruleset is
invoked from the loyalty application by using the following ruleset path:
frequentflyer/2.0/due_miles. The loyalty team updated the rules and wants to deploy
them. The loyalty application must not be changed and the currently deployed ruleset
must be kept. What versioning policy should the team select to deploy?

A. Replace RuleApp version
B. Increment Rules major version
C. Increment Rulesetminor version
D. Increment RuleApp minor version

Answer: C

QUESTION: 50
The architect of a Rule Execution Server Java EE application has determined that the
system should process up to 20 concurrent ruleset executions for optimal performance.
Which of the following properties should the developer set to 20?

A. The application server thread pool maximum size
B. The ruleset property ruleset.enginePool.maxSize
C. The Execution Unit (XU) ra.xml property value pool.maxSize
D. The application serverExecution Unit (XU) connection pool maximum size

Answer: D

QUESTION: 51
While creating the BOM to XOM mapping, the developer needs to reuse part of the
code. The developer should write:

A. a function task.
B. a technical rule.
C. a Java helper class.
D. a virtual helper class with BOM to XOM mapping.

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 52
A company provides services, one for cars and one for houses. The business users of
the car division and the house division are requesting the development team to give
them the capability to change the business logic of their respective applications. The
development team decides to add business rules to the application. In order to meet
this request the team should create:

A. 2 rule projects.
B. 2 ruleset projects.
C. 1 rule project with 2 ruleflows.
D. 1 rule project with 2 top-level rule packages.

Answer: A
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